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I love bookcases filled with books.  The very idea 
of being surrounding with an infinite amount 
of ideas and information, or being swept away 
from reality with a great novel and a cup of tea 
sits up there high with other images of heaven.  
But most of us cringe at the thought of trying 
to creatively place books and accessories into a 
bookcase to produce this cozy get-away. 

 It comes down to creating a defined area that reflects what you love and the style of your home.  While some feel 
less is more, others drool at bookshelves jam-packed full of books.  To find the look that is right for you, first ask yourself 
these questions. Is the bookcase a focal part of the home, or a formal area that requires more control over colour and 
space usage.  Is it located in a family room where reading and comfort is encouraged? Do you prefer simplicity in your 
life? Do you have a collection that needs to be displayed? Or, maybe the room just needs a place to add missing elements 
– colour, scale and diversity.  Your answers are important before you began to line the shelves. Once you know the area’s 
purpose, the options are endless.
 Make sure your shelves look right before filling the space.  Do you prefer the look of wood, glass, or a clean set 
of white shelves to match the walls? Perhaps you keep the shelves white, but paint the back of the shelves an enticing 
colour to provide depth.  Or, paste a wallpaper pattern along the back to give a little peek of style behind your collections.  
 Consider colour combination. For a clean, simple look, try to stay with one accent colour or use tone-on-tone.  
Keep it mainly neutral with pops of colour.  The interest comes with varying heights.  Change up the size and shapes of 
vases and books.  Play with the depth of the items, as well.  
 Create balance rather than symmetry. Interest can be added to the shelves by stacking books both horizontally 
and vertically.  Horizontal books can be used as the bookend to hold others up straight.  Arrange things in odd numbers.  
If you have five vases, place three on one shelf and two on another.  Mix the objects around so that you have varying 
height.  Put a tall object next to a short one or use a book beneath a small object as a riser.  Remember, you don’t have 
to fill every shelf!  Try setting a few books on each shelf and leave openings.  In the spaces left, you can add a few choice 
photos or small sculptures. 
 Mix new with old to add interest and make things more intriguing. Place vintage books or other interesting books 
that provide personality and a touch of class. The juxtaposition with antique books and a modern silver vase can be quite 
beautiful.  Mix in appealing photo books, art or coffee table books.  The type of books you will use will reflect the style or 
theme you intend to create. 
 Framed pictures are another option in filling the shelves.  Actual photos, works of art, family photos, paintings, 
nature photographs all work depending on your preference and style.  The important thing is to choose frames that match 
the room’s décor.  
 Adding flowers or a small plant helps soften the shelves and change the shelf texture.  Whether silk or real, they 
enhance the visual appeal and add life to dull spaces. I like to use ‘tuckers’, small arrangements made in teacups or small 
glass molds that can be tucked back into a space to add dimension and a touch of ‘life’. 
 Collectibles always look better when shown as a collection.  Arranging ‘like’ items together have a bigger impact 
visually than spreading them out.  The same goes with family photos, or arranging books by colour.  If there is a plan or 
theme, put enough of something together that it actually is noticed. 
 Sparkle, such as glass or silver pieces, will make your shelves shine.  Mirror adds depth and causes your other 
items to glow.  Sit a small lamp back into a shelf to add light in an unexpected area.  
 Aside from placing your books or displaying favorite items, bookshelves can also be used aesthetically as storage 
without losing functionality. Bottom rows can be lined with the occasional basket to help hide clutter. This is especially 
helpful in a child’s room to hide small toys with easy access.
 Cookie cutter plans do not exist for creating a unique and interesting bookcase. Whether it is books, vases, 
candlesticks, or a combination of all, the end result should be a reflection of you. With a little creative flare and imagina-
tion – and an afternoon – you will have your bookshelves set up and looking great. 


